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1

Introduction

1.1

Scope

McIndoe Urban Ltd (MU) have been engaged by the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) to provide a
peer review of the Urban Design Assessment by Jasmax dated 14 July 2021 for a proposed office development
(the Proposal) at 55-61 Molesworth Street (the Site).
We are familiar with the Site and its context and have visited the area on numerous occasions. We have
reviewed the application documents, comments from invited parties, and the applicant’s response to Request
for Information that includes an assessment against the Central Area Urban Design Guide (CAUDG) by
Jasmax.
The Proposal is fully described in the application drawings but for ease of reference vignette illustrations have
been extracted from the application and used in this report where helpful.
We have addressed our comments to the seven major design issues that have been identified in the Jasmax
report. These follow the assessment matters in the CAUDG and we have also included a review of Design
Excellence due to the over height nature of the Proposal. Conclusions are drawn at the end of each issue and
overall conclusions and recommendations provided in the final section 3.
Our observations confirm many of the Jasmax conclusions. However, they also identify several additional
issues, most notably concerns about height, bulk/visual dominance and compatible relationship to Wellington
Cathedral of Saint Paul (the Cathedral).

1.2

Overview and Context

The application is for the construction of a new 12-storey office building with a single basement parking level.
At ground, the Proposal includes an entrance lobby, loading facilities, office and retail outlets.
The site is currently used for car-parking following the demolition (in 2017) of a 1960s building known as ICI
House (later Deloitte House).
The application has been lodged using the Covid-19 Recovery (Fast-Track) Act 2020.
The Site is within the Central Area in the Wellington District Plan. The Proposal breaches height and bulk
controls and seeks height and bulk bonuses through the Design Excellence Policy.
The context has been generally well-described in the Design Statement by Jasmax. Further observations
include:


More considered analysis of the Cathedral building would be helpful. The Cathedral is a massive
building with generally symmetrical composition around its long axis. It has a clear axis and strong
horizontal (nave and choir) and – in places – vertical attenuation. We find the Jasmax report places
undue emphasis on verticality. The Cathedral’s additive composition produces a highly articulated
form with a strong silhouette. The Cathedral is grounded and static and this approach can also be
seen in surrounding buildings - National Library, Government buildings, Court of Appeal and NZ
Rugby Union. The Cathedral is long in relation to its width, but it is not especially tall and the
Cathedral’s bell tower (belfry) has rather a stocky appearance - it is clearly a belfry rather than a
spire. In stature, the Cathedral is somewhat smaller than the array of multi-storey structures located
further north along Molesworth Street. This relationship means that the cathedral is often viewed
against a backdrop of apartments and offices, though the standalone nature of the Cathedral and
its separation from northern Molesworth Street means that these other buildings do not crowd out
the Cathedral’s backdrop.
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Molesworth Street is a distinct commercial precinct and adjunct to the Government Quarter but
without the full intensity of “downtown”. Modest office blocks contrast with the national landmarks
and Government Ministries that occupy the southern curtilage of Parliament Grounds. Apartment
buildings add to the area’s mixed-use character. These include new-builds as well as office
conversions. Residential building scale generally matches that of the commercial blocks. However,
apartments are distinguished by more vigorous façade articulation.



Molesworth Street has a distinctive urban form. This is characterised by a relatively uniform street
wall along the western side of the corridor north of Hawkstone Street which is set back some 5-6
metres from the back edge of the footpath. The wall acts as a foil to a variety of free-standing
structures that comprise the eastern side of the street. The western street wall consistently
measures 9-12 storeys in height. At 2-5 storeys, the buildings opposite are demonstrably lower with
more complex footprints.



Along the eastern side of Molesworth Street, properties have car parks (New World) or extensive
forecourts (Royal Thai Embassy, NZ Rugby, National Library, Court of Appeal). As a result, building
frontages are often set well back from the footpath. The open space in front of NZ Rugby affords
more open vistas of the Cathedral, such as from the corner of Pipitea Street.



In combination, built form and open space suggest a figure-ground reversal from one side of
Molesworth Street to the other. On the eastern side of the corridor, discrete structures continue the
“buildings-in-grounds” character of the parliamentary precinct. On the western side, a more-or-less
continuous street wall echoes the dense urban fabric of the commercial city.



The recessive Red Cross Building creates discontinuity in the street wall. With its diminutive stature,
L-shaped plan and Hungarian park, the Red Cross property is more appropriate for the eastern side
of Molesworth Street. The proposal has the potential to ‘correct’ this setback.



Approached from the north, the Cathedral adds an “exclamation mark” to the streetscape; turning
the corner into Hill Street and helping to frame Parliament Grounds. Approached from the south, St
Pauls first appears as a stand-alone landmark then introduces the more predictable western built
edge of Molesworth Street.



A final minor point - the labelling of Wellington Train Station is misplaced on page 12 of the Jasmax
Report (Attachment 4), and this should read as the Magyar Millennium Park.

2

Urban Design Peer Review

2.1

Design Coherence

The Proposal employs faceted volumes evident in southeast corner within a simple rectangular overall form.
Simple massing is appropriate because of the need for a compatible relationship with the adjacent Cathedral.
In this setting, a more complex form could easily appear to conflict with its heritage neighbour.
Vertical forms described in the Jasmax report as “towers” dominate the Proposal in views from the south.
Whilst these offer some relationship to the belfry, southern narthex and towers of the Cathedral, these do not
reflect the primacy of the horizontal mass of the nave and choir. The Jasmax assessment states the proposed
ground level lobby/entry relates to the “lower elements of the church” however we only agree in part that this
affords an appropriate level of coherency. In particular ‘Street View 6’ (below) alludes to the Cathedral’s
ambulatory horizontal proportions however the more significant nave and choir datum and proportions are not
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reflected in the Proposal. The canopy in the view below appears bulky while the ground level façade reverts
back to the glazing of the upper levels and does not reflect the solidity and grounding evident in the Cathedral
or indeed in other notable buildings nearby (National Library, Court of Appeal).

Street View 6
The faceted south-eastern corner aggregates to create the design’s most memorable feature. The faceted
treatment acknowledges a relationship with the Cathedral by ‘peeling away’ from it, emphasising entry and
providing legibility to the layout. In View 6 above, the technique of peeling away is not continued at ground
and we find the rather bulky plinth counters the stepped approach at upper levels.
Overall coherency of design resolution between north / south facades and east / west facades is an issue to be
addressed. Whilst the former provides a good level of visual interest and articulation through use of faceted
glass, negative detailing and proportions, this cannot be said for the east/west facades that present as
monolithic outcomes with little or no hierarchy or subordination of elements.

Conclusions: Design Coherence






2.2

Partial agreement with the Jasmax Assessment.
The proposal adopts a simple overall massing approach that relates well to the Cathedral (more
complex forms would conflict), however, provides insufficient coherency in the relationship with
the Cathedral’s primary horizontal nave and choir forms.
Ground level glazing and massing do not create optimal relationships with the Cathedral and fail
to ground the building along Molesworth Street.
Greater coherency regarding levels of articulation needed for the east / west facades could
reflect the alignments and patterning of the more successful north / south facades.
Compositional relationship might identify key horizontal datum lines on the north / south
facades and express these on the east / west facades.

Relationship to Context

The Site is located at a transition between Government Centre and the upper Molesworth Street commercial
precinct. At the macro scale, the Proposal is clearly the product of a CBD economy, and it updates the
precinct’s commercial building stock. Significantly, the development restores a strong commercial presence to
the block between Hawkestone Street and Hill Street. This reinforces the perceived proximity between
Molesworth Street and the Government Quarter.
At the same time, the Proposal replicates features that give Molesworth Street a high street ‘village’
atmosphere: a sheltered frontage, recessed entry space and activated ground-floor retail premises. We would
also recommend the introduction of street trees or large-scale planter boxes to complement this outcome.

Previous analysis highlighted the difference between the east and west sides of Molesworth Street, giving rise
to a more uniform ‘street wall’ to the west and a more open ‘buildings-in-grounds’ eastern character. In this
regard the Proposal supports the prevailing Molesworth Street pattern and reinstates a built edge that is
www.mcindoeurban.co.nz
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weakened by the Red Cross anomaly. Nevertheless, location of the facade on the Molesworth Street boundary
is not consistent with the alignment of the street wall north of Hawkstone Street. Given the intervening setback
of the Red Cross Building this is not acceptable and highlights the bulk and mass of the Proposal.
By adding clarity to the western street wall, the Proposal also enhances open spaces along the eastern side of
the street. St Paul’s Square, the NZ Rugby forecourt and the courtyard of the Royal Thai Embassy all have
better spatial definition with a unified backdrop of offices. The 12 storey height of the Proposal is consistent
with the top end of the range of local building heights (9-12 storeys) along the west side of Molesworth Street.
The proposed building however has a larger floorplate that adjacent multi-storey structures and for this reason
is significantly bulkier than neighbouring blocks of offices and apartments. The visual impact of bulk is
somewhat mitigated by vertical N/S facade articulation, but the larger E/W facades are repetitive glazed
curtain walls that exacerbate bulk such that the building does not best “fit in” with its surroundings.
The Cathedral can be seen both as an extension of the street wall and as a stand-alone entity. The belfry and
the choir’s east ambulatory establish a built edge alignment along Molesworth Street. Given this important
context and acknowledging the findings of the Heritage Review that seeks “reduction in contrast between the
proposed development and the Cathedral”, we recommend a proposed building line that references the
eastern edge of the belfry and ambulatory (G2.3). Pulling the proposed eastern facade line back would improve
the relationship with the Cathedral (e.g. Contextual View 9), provide consistency with building setbacks north
of Hawkestone Street, improve connections with Magyar Millennium Park and allow for some medium height
tree planting along street edge. We note this would reflect the building line of the former ICI House.
The Jasmax assessment correctly identifies the role of the site as transitionary between Government and
commercial areas and that the Cathedral building is (locally) the “strongest element informing sense of place”.
The important character elements of the Cathedral have been identified and these are to be “respectfully”
responded to in the design. We agree that an approach that mimics the Cathedral is not appropriate but that
some combination of contrast and consistency is desirable. Whilst the ground level plinth makes reference to
the ambulatory forms of the Cathedral, the primary horizontal nave form and datum has not been considered
adequately. We do not agree that the central tallest component of the Proposal which is located on its roof is
an acceptable ‘nod’ to the Cathedral’s nave as this is unlikely to be read as such given its significant difference
in height. We suggest a horizontal datum or series of datums that reference the alignment and dimensions of
the nave would be positive and could also address issues of east and west façade articulation / visual interest.
While the vertical massing elements “talk to” the belfry, we disagree that the vertical massing references the
nave.
The two questions posed in the Jasmax Assessment on page 7 are: 1) appropriate height/bulk/form; and 2)
upper-level materiality (we would note that lower level materials are also important). Both questions are
apposite. With regard to height, the 6.5m exceedance is more significant in longer range views (e.g. Street
Views 1, 4, 13) than close range views. In View 1 the over-height parts of the Proposal sit as a backdrop to the
belfry. In this view a compliant height would allow the upper parts of the belfry and entry forms
(narthex/towers) to be read without the built backdrop of the Proposal. However, in other views (e.g. Views 2
and 3) the top of the belfry sits clear of the Proposal behind. Thereby providing acceptable alignment with
RDG 02.2 regarding height (to maintain or enhance the settings of heritage buildings). The application
documentation does not provide comparative views allowing a compliant height to be compared to the
Proposal and these would be helpful to understand the implications of the height exceedance. In principle, a
slightly shorter building may convey a more grounded and stronger horizontal form that would “talk to” the
horizontality of the Cathedral’s dominant nave/choir forms. Equally it could be helpful to understand the
difference between a compliant mass of 83,537m³ and the proposed mass of 88,724m³, however we
acknowledge the mass exceedance only amounts to some 6%.
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Street View 1 that demonstrates the backdrop effect of height exceedance on the narthex, towers and belfry. An
effect that reduces as the viewpoint moves towards the Cathedral.

Proposed height exceedance

With regard to the second question posed by Jasmax on façade materials we would make the following observations:


Upper-level glazing creates a contrast in character with the Cathedral. In principle a contrasting
approach is appropriate and allows the Cathedral to continue to be read as a distinctive element in
the street. However, this glazed cladding design offers no obvious relationship to the Cathedral
(does not relate to it in “important ways” per CAUDG G2.1) and could be located on any central city
site. It is critical to recognise the adjacent context of the Cathedral and to reflect this in important
ways in the proposed design. We disagree with the Jasmax Assessment that states the flat curtain
wall of the east façade talks to the nave facades. As it stands, we do not support the design of the
east (and west) façade that also exacerbates bulk and visual dominance (noted earlier).



At ground level, the plinth design creates a relationship with the Cathedral through use of a stone
finish. This is particularly evident along the southern façade and also the east façade. The stone
plinth and double height lobby/entry introduces a grandly scaled “civic” element that once graced
the fronts of public buildings and positively relates to the Cathedral. At the same time, the stone
canopy provides shelter at the street edge and addresses Molesworth Street, confirming the
building’s orientation toward this primary corridor. The plinth helps the Proposal to “hold its own” in
the company of the Cathedral and the National Library. However, the ground level is let down by a
return to a fully glazed eastern frontage that lacks continuity of the stone theme as a way of
grounding the building. In Street View 9 the stone plinth appears ‘stuck on’ to the glazing. We
would recommend redesign of the ground level façade to incorporate solid elements and
considering a setback to the glazing line.
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Conclusions: Relationship to Context














2.3

Partial agreement with the Jasmax Assessment.
We agree that: the site and area is transitional, mediating between the Government Quarter and
upper Molesworth commercial precinct; that the Cathedral is the dominant object re sense of
place and the Proposal should not be “assertive” but must respond “sensitively and respectfully”;
that entrance location and expression relates well to the Cathedral along with the use of a stone
plinth design.
The Proposal reinstates a continuous Molesworth Street edge however we recommend pulling
the building line back to align with the street wall further north along Molesworth Street and the
eastern edge of the belfry. This will improve consistency with the western side of Molesworth
Street overall and enhance the setting of the Cathedral.
We disagree that the Proposal responds adequately to the horizontality of the nave/choir (the
primary form of the Cathedral).
The lack of design continuity between the stone plinth and the (glazed) ground level along
Molesworth Street fails to create the ‘solid base’ sought by the applicant and that offers a
primary opportunity to create relational qualities with the Cathedral.
The over-height nature of the Proposal has not been justified or demonstrated to provide better
outcomes than a building of compliant height. We find the height exceedance negatively affects
the setting of the Cathedral’s narthex, towers and belfry in some views.
The repetitive curtain wall glazing approach to upper levels along the east and west facades
does not offer any relational qualities with the Cathedral, rather it exacerbates bulk and does not
‘fit in’ with surrounding buildings. We disagree with the Jasmax Assessment that claims the
curtain wall glazing of the eastern façade reflects the design of the nave facades.
The larger floor plate of the Proposal results in a bulkier building. This bulk is not offset by the
composition of the east or west façades.

Siting, Height, Bulk and Form

The Jasmax Assessment finds:


The Proposal is taller than other buildings nearby but not out of place and that reducing the
Proposal to a compliant height would not benefit the relationship with the Cathedral.



If height is reduced (to a compliant level) the Proposal would be more “cubic” and “squat”.



The plan is divided into three “sub-elements” that “align with the church nave”. Massing and height
are successful, and the Proposal is subservient to the Cathedral.



The building reads as a simple glazed box with form making only visible from southern aspects.



Layered massing is evident in views from Pipitea Street (View 4 below).



The west façade is challenging, is a large unarticulated face and “asks for more design
development”.



Relationship to [and activation of] the entrance to Magyar Millennium Park needs to be improved.
Upper levels provide overlooking of the park.



Positive relationship with the NZ Rugby forecourt. Entry adds activation and upper levels overlook.
Cathedral views, wind and sunlight shading effects (4hrs sun at mid-winter) are acceptable.
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Street View 2 (left looking north towards the Cathedral) and 4 (right from Pipitea Street)
Siting and alignment of the Proposal in relation to the local street grid is acceptable, and except for
misalignment with the frontages of existing office buildings north of Hawkstone Street supports the prevailing
Molesworth Street pattern. A setback and staggered form at the SE corner in relation to the Cathedral is
positive. A primary eastern frontage faces and activates the NZ Rugby forecourt in a positive manner. Potential
setback in line with the eastern most edge of the belfry has been previously suggested and that reflects the
building line of the former ICI House.
The issue of proposed building height has been previously addressed under ‘Relationship to Context’. We have
raised concerns relating to the over-height nature of the Proposal. The height exceedance negatively affects
the setting of the Cathedral’s narthex, towers and belfry in some views. The low levels of articulation to east
and west facades do not support conditions for design excellence.
Bulk and massing have also been previously discussed. We confirm that the larger floor plate of the Proposal
results in a building that is bulkier than others in the local context. This is exacerbated by the simple
monolithic curtain wall treatment to the east and west facades and does not support CAUDG G3.8. A lack of
horizontal patterning to the levels above the plinth creates poor relationships to the horizontal nave / choir
forms of the Cathedral. We recommend techniques are tested to introduce some sense of horizontality into the
façade composition. Solidity of massing at the base of the Proposal should be enhanced.
The Jasmax Assessment refers to three primary sub-elements that align with the nave. We find these elements
do not provide the level of visual reference to the Cathedral’s forms claimed by the assessment. These three
elements have a prevailing vertical expression and could be further enhanced by horizontal emphasis. View 2
above conveys a general vertical emphasis for the Proposal in contrast to the strong horizontality of the
Cathedral. The rather busy vertical faceted forms tend to compete with the belfry, exacerbated by their overheight nature. Perhaps stepping the eastern-most half-bay down could also be considered. This would
promote the “layered massing” claimed in View 4 from Pipitea Street.
We agree that the west façade is unarticulated and as a result will appear as visually uninteresting and bulky.
Similar issues occur at ground level on the north façade in views from the north and onto the entrance to
Magyar Millennium Park where a highly visible blank side wall is presented (Contextual View 9 below).
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These outcomes are not compatible with conditions for design excellence. If the building were to be set back
say 5-6m, as previously discussed, the adverse effects in views from the north and onto Magyar Millennium
Park would be mitigated, though the issues of bulk and poor visual interest remain.
In terms of the CAUDG’s expectations towards supporting public open spaces, we generally agree with the
Jasmax Assessment that St Paul’s Square, the NZ Rugby forecourt and the courtyard of the Royal Thai
Embassy all have better spatial definition with a unified backdrop provided by the Proposal. We also agree that
the relationship to Magyar Millennium Park needs to be improved.
The sunlight shading studies indicate that only NZ Rugby square is shaded by the Proposal. This occurs at
mid-winter from 2pm with the space in full shade from 3pm. No equinox shading is provided that would usually
be expected and always helpful. Mid-summer shade (partial) occurs from 2pm with heavier shade from 3pm.
Without a comparison with a compliant form, it is difficult to accurately predict the difference in shade caused
by the Proposal, however we would estimate that a compliant form would generate similar levels of shade on
the NZ Rugby forecourt. Therefore, we agree with the Jasmax Assessment that sunlight shading effects are
acceptable.
Conclusions: Siting, Height, Bulk and Form









2.4

Partial agreement with the Jasmax Assessment.
We agree that the Proposal supports the relevant guideline for siting with the exception that the
east façade should be pulled back to align with the prevailing street wall setback of office
buildings further north along Molesworth Street. We recommend a 5-6m setback.
We also agree that: the Proposal supports the adjacent NZ Rugby forecourt but does not
perform well in relation to the entrance to Magyar Millennium Park; and the west (and east)
facades are poorly articulated leading to greater perceptions of bulk.
The height exceedance affects the setting of the Cathedral’s narthex, towers and belfry in some
views but not in others. The low levels of articulation to east and west facades do not support
conditions for design excellence.
A lack of horizontal patterning to the levels above the plinth creates poor relationships to the
horizontal nave / choir forms of the Cathedral and could offer solutions to enhance east / west
façade articulation.

Edge Treatment

We agree with the Jasmax Assessment that building edge conditions that support pedestrian activity have
been created along Molesworth Street. An activated frontage is proposed with a high level of internal-external
visual connection. However, we note that: 1) there are no entrances along this edge other than at the SE corner
/ lobby entry; and 2) the design of this edge is shown as a relentless line of glazing providing little or no
variation for pedestrians. Earlier recommendations to provide continuity of plinth/stone language carried
through to ground level would offer opportunities to also address visual interest and the potential for
subdivision into smaller tenancies.
Guideline G4.5 seeks avoidance of large blank surfaces at the street edge. This guideline is not supported
along the northern façade of the Proposal that presents an inactive and generally blank façade (except for
several large cut outs). This is particularly problematic given the visibility of this edge, which is exposed due to
the setback of the Red Cross building and the importance of providing some activation onto the entrance to
Magyar Millennium Park / Collina Tce.
The service / parking entry and accessway location do not compromise the main lobby / entry but do raise
concerns around the quality of the street edge. This is an agreed point with the Jasmax Assessment. We are
not familiar with the access constraints and would recommend access is provide off Collina Tce if at all
possible, however, given the level changes between Molesworth Street and Collina Tce this may not be
www.mcindoeurban.co.nz
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practicable. Design effort will be required to mitigate the effects of any service access off Molesworth Street
and this issue is likely to be mitigated by the recommended 5-6m setback of the building façade.
The Proposal provides “transitional spaces” at the main entry / lobby as sought by G4.8 and a verandah
structure is provided along the eastern façade of the building.
Conclusions: Edge Treatment




Overall, we agree with the Jasmax Assessment and wish to emphasise the poorly performing
blank northern façade onto Collina Tce, and the need to resolve service / parking entry effects on
Molesworth Street. Preference for access off Collina Tce if possible.
Proposed building frontage to Molesworth Street presents an activated edge with good
internal-external visual connection.
Recommend additional entries along Molesworth Street and reconsideration of the
ground level glazed façade to improve pedestrian experience and relieve visual monotony
of monolithic glazing that does not support design excellence.
The proposed main entry / lobby and verandah enhance the amenity of this street.

2.5

Façade Composition and Building Tops




The Jasmax Assessment concludes:


The solid base and glazed office above are coherent and well-suited to massing and edge
conditions.



The plinth element “speaks to” the Cathedral and opens to the street. The ground level is described
as a “window slot” that “related reasonably to human proportions”.



The upper levels are fully glazed – N/S facades have varying patterns of glass with deep vertical
recesses. The E/W façades are simple smooth glazing planes. Jasmax claim this differential relates
to the character of the cathedral.



The top of the building is “characterised by the massing strategy”. We note there is no specific
treatment or variation to the façade / cladding design at the building’s top.



Detailed execution of glazing on west and east facing façades will be important in achieving a
successful visual appearance.

The Proposal is conceived as a glass box with an additive stone plinth at lower levels. The glass box is ‘peeled
away’ in a faceted fashion at the SE corner across the full height and this provides the primary source of
variation to the overall form along with a step at the top-level. These techniques offer little relief to the
otherwise relentless glass box effect in views from the east, west and north however the complex and varied
glass patterns on the north elevation create better outcomes. From the south the faceted approach provides a
decidedly vertical emphasis while the only horizontal balance is provided by the ground/1st floor plinth. The
plinth helps to deliver a classic base to the building (notwithstanding earlier assessments re lack of continuity
of stone mass at ground level) while there is no overt expression of ‘top’ (other than via general massing). The
plinth implies stronger articulation at lower levels where pedestrian engagement with the building is greatest.
Whilst we consider it appropriate that the Proposal presents as a simpler and different type of building to the
Cathedral, we reinforce our earlier assessment that it must nevertheless relate ‘in important ways’. The
Proposal must earn its location next to its heritage neighbour, as set out in various guidelines. To this end G5.1
calls for relation to neighbours using vertical and horizontal subdivision and considering secondary forms,
dimensions and patterns. At best the Proposal utilises vertical alignments in the SE faceted corner alluding to
the belfry of the Cathedral. But as previously discussed the primary horizontal forms of the Cathedral,
expressed in the nave have not been successfully referenced. The flat curtain wall E/W facades make no
reference to the Cathedral’s dimensions, forms or scale. Compared with other buildings along Molesworth
Street the proposed E/W facades have an unusually low degree of surface articulation and no shadow-casting
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detail is present on the primary Molesworth Street frontage. Surface modelling and 3D shadow casting detail is
present on the N/S facades. Therefore, we do not consider G5.1 to be supported in-the-round.
G5.7, G5.8 and G5.10 asks developments to “integrate the top…”, to “place particular emphasis on the design
and appearance of building tops” and to “modulate the scale of and create visual interest the roofs of large
floor plate buildings that are … prominently in view”. The explanation states that the roof edges are important
when viewed from below. The Jasmax Assessment provides minimal explanation of how the Proposal’s top/
roof complies with this guideline and relies on a general mention on ‘massing’. From the south the views
indicate a stepped and varied skyline that present an acceptable approach to an integrated top. Further
variation/accent would potentially compete with the top of the Cathedral / belfry. However, from other
positions the Proposal presents an unremarkable top delineated only by the central bay of that projects
through the height limit. We do not consider this to meet the guideline and there is no specific variation or
attention paid to the top edge of the building. The example provided at page 43 of Attachment 4 shows one
method of creating a confident and expressive top to a stepped glass building. We would expect the Proposal
to learn from this example and develop an equally successful response.
G5.11 calls for buildings to present a human scale along publicly occupied edges. We partly agree with the
Jasmax Assessment that this is “reasonably” achieved in so far as a glazed ground level allows for visible
human occupation within. We do not however consider that the unbroken and relentless glazed façade creates
a successful pedestrian experience. This matter has been previously assessed.
G5.12 focuses on the ability of a building to provide flexibility and enable subdivision into tenancies, noting the
need for multiple entrances. As previously noted, the ground level Molesworth Street edge provides only a
single lobby entrance and has a continuous glazed façade that does not provide obvious opportunity for
subdivision. Therefore G5.12 is not well-supported. We would wish to clarify a statement in the Jasmax report
(page 11): “The plinth features an important entrance sequence from the southeast corner, along with a retail
element entered higher up on Molesworth Street”. It is not clear from the drawings that a second entry is
provided ‘higher up’ along Molesworth Street.
Conclusions: Façade Composition and Building Tops








2.6

Partial agreement with the Jasmax Assessment.
We agree that the Proposal provides a glass box as primary concept with delineated base.
No particularly successful top is apparent in views from the east, north or west. Southern
view positions indicate an acceptable stepped top outcome.
Façade design takes minimal cues from the neighbouring Cathedral. Vertical alignments
to the SE corner refer to the Cathedral’s belfry and towers. Otherwise, poor relational
qualities and lack of visual interest in E/W flat curtain wall facades.
Reasonable design for human scale though unacceptably monotonous pedestrian
experience along Molesworth Street.
Limited potential for subdivision and flexibility at ground / single entry onto Molesworth
Street.

Materials and Detail

The CAUDG states that “Materials and detail are important in maintaining visual interest and a positive relation
to context and heritage value” and seeks to “Ensure richness of detail is provided in public areas” and “Use
three-dimensional detail to give visual richness, depth and relief to facades”.
In relation to these outcomes, the Jasmax Assessment assesses the Proposal as follows:


Finishes are simple and clear, consistent with the simple concept and building character.



A more solid façade approach would be “harder to pull off”. Patterning or articulation risks contradicting
the Cathedral.
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Subtly textured glass is an appropriate response to the N/S facades given relationship to the Cathedral
and managing northern sun.



The plinth is a “more massive element” articulated in response to human presence. Form and material
refer to the Cathedral but in a subjugated manner due to lower scale.



Visual interest is derived from the conception of forms and consistent materiality

Compared with other recent contemporary commercial architecture in NZ (various examples below from
Wellington and Auckland), the Proposal offers acceptable levels of visual interest on its N/S facades
(particularly the south), but otherwise an unusually low degree of surface articulation. No shadow-casting
detail is present on the E/W facades (including the primary Molesworth Street frontage) and there is no
obvious design thread linking the N/S facades to the E/W facades (e.g. compare with the Deloitte building).
The Proposal deploys a ubiquitous unitised glazing system that should be considered as a starting position
that, as with other examples, is then modified and contextualised to create a higher degree of visual interest
and building identity. This is not the case for the Proposal.

In compositional terms, the SE portion of the building is unique. Its faceted form acknowledges the proximity of
the Cathedral and the varied glass pattern confirms this distinction. Moreover, with its faceted glass wall, the
south elevation has its own kind of visual complexity. The changing angle of incident light means that each
plane of glass will have a slightly different appearance and a sense of depth is likely to be increased by
reflections in the glazing.
A more solid structure around the base of the building is acknowledged and has already been described. A
macro structure is implied by the faceted SE corner approach, and this helps the mediate between glazinglevel detail and overall building form. This is not evident along the E/W facades however resulting in
bulk/dominance and low levels of visual interest.
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Conclusions: Materials and Detail








2.7

Overall, we note some areas of agreement with the Jasmax Assessment but have identified other
significant areas of disagreement.
We agree that subtle glass texturing is an appropriate response to the south Cathedral-facing façade
and that the plinth relates to the Cathedral and presents a form articulated in response to human
presence.
We find the Proposal has an unusually low level of surface articulation and little or no 3D shadow
casting detail to its E/W facades. There is no particular design thread that links the N/S and E/W
facades together.
The SE corner of the Proposal is unique offering a successful faceted and varied glass design response
to the Cathedral. This provides an appropriate level of visual complexity and richness.
A macro structure is provided at the SE corner that mediates between the fine detail of the glazing and
the overall form of the building. Elsewhere this does not occur resulting in adverse bulk/dominance
effects and low levels of visual interest.

Design Excellence

The Jasmax Assessment considers that the Proposal achieves design excellence. It notes four reasons for this
conclusion, as follows.
Reason 1: That the height of the Proposal does not have a material impact on the setting of the Cathedral. Our
analysis has indicated the increased height affects how the top of the belfry, narthex and towers are perceived
in long range views from the south but has less effect in other views.
Reason 2: The design provides a massing response that references the Cathedral, mitigates wind effects and
provides an entrance and street-front configuration. These are matters that should be considered under the
CAUDG and do not, in themselves, justify design excellence. We agree that massing reinforces entry and that
this has been organised towards the Cathedral and the NZ Rugby forecourt. Massing references to the
Cathedral have been assessed as relying on vertical forms with insufficient response to the primary horizontal
nave structure of the Cathedral. Massing along the eastern and western façades is bulky and lacks articulation
and modulation.
Reason 3: Edge conditions enhance the street. As above, this is a standard CAUDG matter and should be
satisfied as a matter of course in any proposal. Nevertheless, we agree that the eastern ground level façade
potentially provides a suitably activated street edge but the NE façade corner at the connection with Collina
Tce is blank and there is a need to resolve service / parking entry effects on Molesworth Street. We
recommend reconsideration of the ground level glazed façade along Molesworth Street including additional
entries to improve pedestrian experience and relieve the visual monotony of monolithic glazing.
Reason 4: The approach to composing and materially articulating elevations is “well judged between
consistency and contrast with the Cathedral”. We agree that, in principle, a contrasting approach is appropriate
(with the Proposal acting as something of a foil to the singularity of the Cathedral), however the guidelines also
require that the Proposal relates in important ways to its heritage neighbour. We agree that subtle glass
texturing and a faceted form is an appropriate response to Cathedral and that the plinth also relates to the
Cathedral. However, we find the Proposal has an unusually low level of surface articulation and little or no 3D
shadow casting detail to its E/W facades and there is no particular design thread linking the N/S and E/W
facades together. A macro structure is provided via faceting of the SE corner that mediates between the fine
detail of the glazing and the overall form of the building. Elsewhere mediating forms/scales do not occur
resulting in adverse bulk/dominance effects and low levels of visual interest.
We have considered the matter of design excellence further using Council assessment matters as follows:


A coherent and concept-driven design, relevant to its context.
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o

Formal and elevational treatment is based on a glazed box sitting atop a more solid plinth/base.
Faceting of the SE corner and double height entry/lobby acknowledges the Cathedral. This is
complemented by varied glazing patterns to the south facade that act as a visual foil to the
Cathedral.

o

A ubiquitous and monolithic glazing system wraps the two longer sides of the Proposal, including
the primary Molesworth Street elevation. This exacerbates bulk and bears little design
relationship to the shorter sides or to the Cathedral. Proposed means of horizontal reference to
the nave is unsuccessful.

A design that enhances:
o

o

o

o



The site
o

Canopy, active edge and formal lobby / entry along the east face supports site quality,
pedestrian amenity and legibility.

o

Plinth forms, massing and double height volumes acknowledge important SE portions of the
site in deference to the Cathedral.

o

Further work recommended on landscape planting to enhance amenity and interface with
the street (considering setback issue below under ‘urban block’).

The street (including neighbouring buildings)
o

The development creates an urban form and new street wall that sits forward of the
Molesworth Street western built edge and that brings visual bulk more into prominent views.
The new office block reflects the upper threshold of height datums of buildings north of
Hawkestone Street.

o

Creates an active edge to Molesworth Street but this is compromised by the exposed blank
wall at the entry to Collina Tce and less than ideal location for vehicle access.

o

Double height base / plinth relates to ambulatory Cathedral forms.

The urban block
o

Proposed building line sits forward of the established line of building frontages along
Molesworth Street and the Cathedral’s eastern belfry and ambulatory edge.
Recommendation to pull development back to maintain line of street edge setback and
better relate to the Cathedral. Create space for medium height tree planting.

o

Resolve weak ground level relationship with Magyar Millennium Park that could be solved by
the proposed 5-6m setback.

o

Proposal creates a positive backdrop to open spaces along the eastern edge of Molesworth
Street (e.g. NZ Rugby forecourt).

The wider city
o

Proposal provides modern, fit for purpose office space in the heart of the Government
Quarter enhancing the intensity of activity and supporting commercial connections with the
CBD.

o

Proposed height is equivalent to or greater than buildings in the local area. That is not
necessarily an enhancement, rather that it is consistent with the aspirations for urban form in
this part of the city. However, height exceedance impacts on Cathedral setting vary
depending on the viewpoint.

A high level of internal and external building functionality and amenity
o

www.mcindoeurban.co.nz
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Flexibility at ground to enable subdivision is not best supported given lack of multiple
entrances and monolithic glazed façade design.

o

Building will conform to current seismic codes to contribute to business continuity in event of
major earthquake. Please confirm whether the building is to be base isolated.

3D articulation of building form and building top to reduce the visual impact of the building, mitigate wind
effects and create a strong architectural identity.
o

Expression of building base can be enhanced by better continuity of stone forms between
plinth and ground. The Proposal generally lacks a well-defined ‘top’ though in southern
views the faceting and vertical stepping creates an acceptable top. The variety created by
the faceting and glass design of the south façade will contribute to identity and act as an
appropriate foil to the Cathedral.

o

Weak articulation of E/W facades exacerbates impressions of building bulk. Lack of reference
to horizontal alignments weakens relational qualities to the Cathedral.

o

Overall, this form is not consistent with ‘design excellence’.

Detailing and materials that add visual interest to the facades
o

The glazing design and faceting on the south and north facades creates acceptable levels of
richness, depth and visual interest, but

o

The contrast with the banal simplicity of the east and west façades undermines the building’s
design overall.

A minimum a 5 Star Green Star Certified Rating or equivalent.
o



o

TBC

A design which goes over and above what would normally be expected to satisfy the Central Area Urban
Design guide provisions
o

The expectations of the CAUDG are already high. The Proposal’s response to individual CAUDG
guidelines is inconsistent. The result is a partially integrated architectural composition with
respect to street context, Cathedral and consistency of design between facades.

3

Conclusions

3.1

Overview

The proposed office and retail building will be 12 storeys in height and some 6.5m over the District Plan height
threshold. The building’s mass also exceeds the allowable volume by around 6%. The height exceedance
triggers District Plan Policy requiring Design Excellence and therefore, in addition to the CAUDG, the Proposal
has been assessed in relation to a range of matters that demonstrate the extent to which design excellence is
achieved and the additional height justified.
The Jasmax Assessment concludes that the proposal is “consistent with the identified six design matters” in
the Central Area Urban Design Guide. Our assessment finds only partial support across the majority of these
topics with several significant concerns, such that the Proposal cannot be supported from and urban design
perspective. These findings are summarised in the conclusions to each of the six CAUDG topics and brought
forward into the conclusions at 3.2 below.
We do not support the framework set out in the Jasmax Assessment for Design Excellence that appears to
reference select CAUDG matters. Wellington City Council has established a set of assessment matters that
have been considered in this peer review. We find the Proposal, as it stands, is not consistent with Design
www.mcindoeurban.co.nz
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Excellence and we recommend seven design adjustments that should be considered (3.3). Of these, the first six
matters call for substantive re-design while the seventh could resolved through condition on any future
approval or consent.

3.2

Central Area Urban Design Guide

The most relevant context for the Proposal includes the characteristics and patterns of street space and built
form along Molesworth Street, the adjacent Heritage Listed Cathedral building and the proximity to
Government Quarter. Molesworth Street is a distinct commercial precinct but without the full intensity of
“downtown”. This street has a distinctive urban form that is characterised by a relatively uniform street ‘wall’
along the western side of the corridor north of Hawkstone Street. The Cathedral adds an “exclamation mark” to
the streetscape. It is a massive building, static and grounded with generally symmetrical composition around
its long axis. It has a clear axis and strong horizontal (nave and choir) and – in places – vertical attenuation.
Other buildings nearby reflect these qualities (National Library, Appeal Court).
An assessment of the Proposal in relation to the CAUDG identified both areas of alignment as well as matters
that should be improved, as summarised below.

Design Coherence
The proposal offers partial alignment with this topic. It adopts a simple overall massing approach that relates
well to the Cathedral (more complex forms would conflict), however, provides insufficient coherency in the
relationship with the Cathedral’s primary horizontal nave and choir forms. Ground level glazing and massing do
not create optimal relationships with the Cathedral and fail to ground the building along Molesworth Street.
Greater coherency regarding levels of articulation needed for the east / west facades could reflect the
alignments and patterning of the more successful north / south facades.

Relationship to Context
The site is transitional, mediating between the Government Quarter and upper Molesworth commercial
precinct and the Cathedral is the dominant object re sense of place. Entrance location and expression relates
well to the Cathedral. While the Proposal reinstates a continuous Molesworth Street edge, we recommend
pulling the building line back to align with the street wall further north along Molesworth Street and the
eastern edge of the belfry. This will improve consistency with the western side of Molesworth Street overall
and enhance the setting of the Cathedral. The Proposal responds poorly to the horizontality of the Cathedral.
The lack of design continuity between the stone plinth and the glazed ground level along Molesworth Street
fails to create the ‘solid base’ sought by the applicant and that offers an important opportunity to create
relational qualities with the Cathedral. The over-height nature of the Proposal has not been justified and we
find the height exceedance negatively affects the setting of the Cathedral’s narthex, towers and belfry in some
views, though is acceptable in other views. The repetitive curtain wall glazing approach to upper-level east and
west facades does not offer any relational qualities with the Cathedral, rather it exacerbates bulk and does not
‘fit in’ with surrounding buildings.

Siting, Height, Bulk and Form
The Proposal supports the guideline for siting with the exception that the east façade should be pulled back to
align with the prevailing street wall setback of office buildings further north along Molesworth Street. The
Proposal supports the adjacent NZ Rugby forecourt but does not perform well in relation to the entrance to
Magyar Millennium Park; and the west (and east) facades are poorly articulated leading to greater perceptions
of bulk. This low level of articulation does not support conditions for design excellence. A lack of horizontal
patterning to the levels above the plinth creates poor relationships to the horizontal nave / choir forms of the
Cathedral and could offer solutions to enhance east / west façade articulation.

Edge Treatment
The proposed main entry, lobby and verandah enhance the amenity of Molesworth Street. However, we wish
to emphasise the poorly performing blank northern façade onto the connection between Collina Tce and
Molesworth Street, and there is a further need to resolve service / access effects on Molesworth Street. These
are agreed points with the Jasmax Assessment. The proposed building frontage onto Molesworth Street
presents an activated edge with good internal-external visual connection. We recommend additional entries
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along Molesworth Street and reconsideration of the ground level glazed façade to improve pedestrian
experience and relieve visual monotony. These matters do not support design excellence.

Façade Composition and Building Tops
The Proposal provides a rectangular glass box as primary concept with delineated base and faceted SE corner.
No particularly successful top is apparent in views from the east, north or west though southern view positions
indicate an acceptable ‘stepped top’ outcome. Façade design takes minimal cues from the neighbouring
Cathedral - vertical alignments to the faceted SE corner refer to the Cathedral’s belfry and towers, otherwise
we note poor relational qualities and a lack of visual interest in the east and west curtain wall facades. The
ground level presents unacceptably monotonous façade design along Molesworth Street that detracts from
the pedestrian experience.

Materials and Detail
Some areas of agreement with the Jasmax Assessment have identified on this topic, but other significant areas
of disagreement also occur. The subtle glass texturing is an appropriate response to the south façade and the
entry / plinth relates to the Cathedral, presenting a form articulated in response to human presence. However,
the Proposal has an unusually low level of surface articulation and little or no 3D shadow casting detail to its
east and west facades. There is no particular design thread that links the north/South and east/west facades
together. The southeast corner of the Proposal is unique and provides an appropriate level of visual
complexity and richness. This corner also creates macro structure that mediates between the fine detail of the
glazing and the overall form of the building. Elsewhere this does not occur resulting in adverse
bulk/dominance effects and low levels of visual interest.

3.3

Design Excellence

The following matters need to be successfully resolved for the Proposal to be considered for design excellence:
1.

Setback to relate to the street edge alignment north of Hawkestone Street. This will support a
generous pedestrian experience, create opportunity for street landscaping and afford better visual
relationships to the Cathedral.

2.

Composition and form of building top.

3.

Reconsideration of the east and west façade design.

4. Introduction of references to the Cathedral’s primary horizontal nave structure in the design of form
and façades.
5.

Effects of the exposed blank base of the northern façade at the connection with Collina Tce. Service /
parking access impacts on Molesworth Street are to be mitigated. These could be resolved through
the setback described at (1) above.

6.

Address relentless eastern glazed façade at ground and establish balance with the heavy stone plinth
above – consider introduction of vertical solid elements to connect plinth with ground to strengthen
the ‘base’ of the building.

7.

Frequency of entrances and flexibility for subdivision at ground along the eastern edge.
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